PowerSpell.P21 - Vocabulary
Section 1
needy, niche, nigh, nip, nippy, nook, noose, norm, notch, noted, null, nymph, oath, odds, odour, offal,
ogle, oik, omen, onset, ooze, oral, orb, orbit, outdo, pact, paddy, pager, pall, pally, pals, pang, par, parch,
pare, parry, pawn, pedal, pelt, pep, peril, perks, perky, pert, pest, petty, pigmy, pique, pithy, pivot, plead,
plebs, pluck, ply, poesy, poise, poky, pomp, pooh, poser, posh, posit, pout, prank, prim, prime, prior,
prone, puny, purge, pygmy, quail, qualm, quash, quell, query, quest, quip, quirk, quota, racy, raid, rally,
rank, rapt, rave, raze, realm, reap, recur, reel, reign, relic, remit, repay, revel, rife, rift, rig, rind, roam,
robe, rogue, roomy, rot, rouse, rout, rove, rowdy, rowed, ruddy, rue, ruins, ruse, rusty.
Section 2
narrate, naught, negate, nestle, New Age, nibbles, nimble, notable, notify, nourish, novice, noxious,
nullify, numeral, nurture, oblique, obscene, obscure, obtuse, occult, odious, offered, offhand, offline,
ominous, omitted, onerous, onward, oodles, opaque, openly, opulent, oration, ordain, orderly, orifice,
ornate, outback, outbox, outcast, outcry, outlaw, outrage, outstay, outward, outwit, ovation, overlap,
pacific, pacify, pageant, palaver, palmtop, paltry, pamper, panicky, paradox, parched, parley, parody,
partial, pastel, patrol, pecking, peevish, penance, pending, pennant, pensive, penury, perfidy, perjury,
perplex, pertain, perturb, peruse, pervade, pervert, petrify, pharaoh, phobia, phoneme, picket, pierce,
pilfer, pillage, piteous, placard, placate, placid, plagued, plaque, plateau, plebby, pliable, plight, plucky,
plummet, plunder, pointer, pompous, ponder, portly, portray, posture, potent, potion, pounce, preach,
precede, preface, premium, prepaid, pretext, prissy, procure, profane, profess, proffer, profuse, prolong,
propel, prosper, proven, proverb, prowess, prudent, prudish, pucker, puerile, puppet, purloin, pursuit,
qualify, quarry, quaver, queasy, quench, quibble, quicken, radiant, radiate, ragged, raking, rancid,
rancour, rankle, ransom, rapport, rapture, rascal, ratify, raucous, ravage, ravine, readily, rebuff, rebuke,
recess, recite, reclaim, recline, recoil, recount, recruit, rectify, redden, redeem, redress, reduced, refine,
refined, refuge, refute, regards, regent, relapse, relent, relish, remiss, remnant, remorse, render, renewal,
renewed, renown, repast, repeal, repent, repress, reprove, repulse, reside, respite, restful, restive, retard,
retort, retract, revere, revive, revoke, reward, rhubarb, ribald, rightly, risque, robust, rolling, rooted,
roster, roughen, ruffian, rugged, rustic.
Section 3
nauseous, nautical, navigate, necessity, needless, negligent, newcomer, niggardly, noiseless, nonentity,
nostalgia, notorious, numerous, obituary, obliging, oblivious, obnoxious, obscenity, observant, obsolete,
obstacle, obstruct, occupant, occurred, occurring, officious, offshoot, omission, omitting, onslaught,
originate, ornament, orthodox, outbreak, outburst, outright, outspoken, ovenproof, overboard, overflow,
overhaul, overjoyed, overnight, overpass, overpower, overrated, overseer, oversight, overstep,
overthrow, overture, overwhelm, overwrite, palatable, palpitate, panicked, panicking, paradise, parallel,
paralyse, paramount, parasite, parentage, particle, partisan, partition, paternal, patriotic, patronise,
peaceable, pedigree, peerless, penetrate, penitence, penniless, penthouse, perennial, perforate, perilous,
perished, perjurer, permeate, permitted, perpetual, persecute, persevere, pertinent, perverse, petition,
petulant, phonetics, phonology, physique, picnicked, picnicker, pictogram, piecemeal, piecework,
piercing, pinnacle, pitiless, placenta, platitude, plaudits, plausible, plebeian, plentiful, poignant,
ponderous, portfolio, portrayal, postulate, pot luck, precedent, preceding, precinct, precipice, precision,
preclude, predator, predatory, preferred, pregnancy, prejudice, premature, premiere, presently, pressing,
prestige, pretender, prevalent, priceless, priggish, primitive, pristine, proclaim, procreate, prodigal,
producer, profited, profiting, profound, prognosis, prohibit, projected, prolific, prominent, promising,
propagate, propeller, prophecy, prophesy, prophets, prostrate, prototype, protract, protrude, province,
publicly, pushover, quandary, quarterly, querulous, quixotic, quotation, rambling, rapturous, rational,

ravishing, rebelled, rebelling, rebellion, recharge, recollect, reconcile, recorded, recurrent, referral,
referred, referring, regretted, regulate, reiterate, relaxing, relevance, relocate, remainder, reminisce,
rendition, renegade, renounce, repayment, replenish, reprieve, reprimand, reproach, repudiate, repugnant,
repulsive, residents, resigned, resistant, resolute, restless, restrain, retaliate, retiring, reverent, revulsion,
rewarding, rhetoric, righteous, rigorous, riveting, roadblock, roasting.
Section 4
nationwide, negligence, negligible, neighbourly, newsworthy, nit-picking, nonchalant, nondescript,
noticeable, nutritious, obliterate, obsequious, obstetrics, obstruction, obstructive, occurrence,
open-ended, oppressive, orthography, outlandish, overbearing, overstated, painstaking, paralleled,
paralleling, passionate, patriotism, penetrating, perceptible, periodical, peripatetic, permitting, pernicious,
perpetrate, perpetuate, persistence, persistent, perspective, persuasive, pestilence, picnicking, plagiarism,
plantation, possession, possessive, posthumous, precarious, precaution, precedence, precipitate,
precocious, predecessor, predicament, predictable, predominant, preferable, preference, preferring,
preliminary, pressurise, presumption, pretentious, prevailing, pro-active, probability, productive,
proficient, profitable, proliferate, pronounced, propellant, prospectus, prosperous, protracted, psychiatric,
radicalism, rebellious, recompense, recreation, recurrence, refrigerate, regardless, regrettable, regretting,
relentless, relinquish, reluctance, reminiscent, remittance, remonstrate, renaissance, repetition, repetitive,
resemblance, re-skilling, resourceful, respectable, respectful, responsive, restrictive, retraining,
retroactive, revaluation, reverberate, reversible, rhetorical, roadworthy, rose-tinted.
Section 5
nationalisation, Neanderthal Man, New year's resolution, nitty-gritty, nobody's fool, non-refundable,
notwithstanding, number-plate, obstreperous, opportunistic, opposite number, ostentatious,
overshadowed, paramilitary, paraphernalia, parsimonious, paternity leave, perpendicular, philanthropic,
philosophical, physiotherapy, posthumous pardon, post-modernism, praiseworthy, precipitation,
premeditated, preposterous, press conference, press release, presumptuous, privatisation, procrastinate,
pronunciation, psychiatrist, questionable, questionnaire, recommendation, reconnaissance, relentlessly,
remonstrance, restrictions.
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